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ABSTRACT
1 This article, in the form of an interview, deals with

the status and expected future of foreign language programs in the
nations schools and colleges, and in particular, Virginia's: Despite \
hearsay, enrollment in foreign language has remained-fairly constant.
in Virginia high schools. French and Spanish have the highest
enrollments, followed by Germaka:lthough French has lost more than
20 percent of its enrollment. ian enrollment has not obvious
pattein and Latin is declining. In colleges and universities,
enrollments were noticeably affected by relaxation of language
requirements, although many schools still maintain a language
requirement, for entrance. Negative reports about declining foreign
language programs are overstated, mostly because of the decline in
French in urban langUage programs, which are losing academically
oriented students to the suburbs, and because of the priority ons1kbasic s ts. Changing trends in public attitudes and in business

t foreign language study in a positive way, however. A
growing spirit of nationalism in, other countries is leading to
increased use of language other than English for international
business negotiations.. ACceptance of languages other than English in
the United States and improvement in the quality of instruction are
also sources of encouragement. The article concludes with some advice
to students and a brief discussion of the changes in recent years in--
FL teaching methodology and the challenges facing FL teachers today.
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Foreign Languages: Don't Sell Them Short
(Reprint of an article in Public Education in-Virginia (Richmond:State
Department of Education,77,o 10. no. 4,. Winter 1973, "pp. 10-13).

In recent inonths many que ions have arisen con-
cern:1%w the status of foreip languages in the schools

and coLeoes. In this art Dr.. Helen P. Wairiner.
super.-isor of foreign :;wages for the State Depart-

NUAR OF PUBLIC SECONDARY SCHOOL
STUDENTS ENROLLED IN CERTAIN

FOREIGN LANGUAGES

ment (! Edu on. responds to some of the more
prominent of tfrese questions to inform: teachers. gra-,

Year French Spanish Latin German

1963-64 38,839 29,619 20,994 2,499

ance councelors. administrators. and other interested 1964-65 39,339 30,333 18,832 3,724

indiv d.caic on this aspect of the curriculum. 1965-66 43.811 32,103 17,658 3,748

1966-67 45,691 36,029 17,061 5,213

1967-68 47,954 39,802 16,429 6,296

Q. Are enrollments in foreign langugges really down 1968-69 49.611 46,761 14,893 7,179

in the high schools? 1969-70 47.445 50,064 12,867 7,575

A. Contrary to stories which havi appeared in re: 1970-71 44,411 51,481 11,737 8,012

cent months in newspapers and to much heaisay, the 1971-72 43.911 54,132 _10,831 8,496'

percentatte of students enrolled in foreign language 1972-73 40,140 53,846 10,184 8,883

'classes in Virginia high schools has remained reason-
ably constant during the last 11 years. The following

1973-74 38,261 53,495 9,902 9,264

statistics for grades 8-12 indicate this fact.

NUMBER, PERCENTAGE OF PUBLIC
SECONDARY SCHOOL STUDENTS ENROLLED

IN FOREIGN LANGUAGE CLASSES

Year
Number

Of Students

1963-64
1964-65
1965-66
1966-67
1967-68
1943-69
1969-70
1970-'71
1971-72
1072-73
1973-74

92.456
92,723
97,664

104.333
111.039
119,226
118.525
116.123
117,896
113,731
112,159

Percents**
Of Students

29'
27
28
29
30
31.
30
28
30
28
28

The percentage of students ranges from 27 to 31
-.th hieh in 1968-69. Since that time it has flue-

bu! has never dropped more than three per-
p,enti_ I do not consider 10,, a significant

-n.: a n-atter of major concern_
I

Q. Do all languages follow the salne enrollment
'trends!

rout pat t

The foN me table revealS'
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Russian

505
495
338
3
55
78
57,
482\
526
644 ,\
599

French enrolled the largest number of students in
1968-69. but since that time has lost more than 20
percent of that total. In 1973-74 enrollment' totaled
_slightly more than 38,000 students. On the other
hand, Spanish grew constantly during the 1. 1-year pe-
riod until it tapered off in 1973-74. The less of a few
hundred students from the previous year does not indi-
cate a .peicentage loss in Spanish, for the total high
school population also declined slightly. German his
grown rapidly. gaining at least 300 students almost
every year.

Latin has been a matter of great concern in that it
has lost ground steadily during this period, to the ex-
tent that enrollment has been cut by more than half.
It is encouraging to note, however, that this decline
ceased from 1972-73 to 1973-74. The loss of almost
300 students between those years must be viewed
against a declining total school populption. MoreoYer
the table does not show that Latin 71 increasing sig-
nificantly in some schools.. There are instances of
growtti in this language, but the good news is negated
by the loss of programs in some schools whose teachers
retire or resign and the course- is terminated, usually
because it is ditticult to find replacements.. Ns for Rus-

sian, there ale no obvious patterns the enrollment
figures. The are somewhat erratic. and ha'.e never
esceeded HAI .-tudent,.

c.

Q. What's going on in the colleges?
A In 19t0',-ho Mans U S college'; and »jnr.er,ities

II
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underwent a major curriculum reform which led to the
omission or relaxation of requirements within degree
peeerains Subsequently the study of a foreign Inn-
te ee, was no loneer mandatory for students in certain
pe.,-r!rem. The.._ imaizeliate result was a loss of students.
In ,e re iestances the loss etas as much as 50 percent
of tl cerollment. Event nail.. however. students began
to re urn to foreign language classes of their own ac-
cord_ Some departments have recovered a large num-
ber of the lost students, although most are not back
to the level where they were before the degree require-
ment changes took place. Current information for
Virginia colleges and universities. including community
colleges. indicates that enrollments are increasing in
approximately one third of the institutions and are
stable in another third.-

While on the subiect -of requirements. a word should
be said about the college foreign language entrance
requirements because there is friSuch confusion between
these and the decree language requirements_ Many
people are of the opinion that the colleges do not value
languages because they no loner require freshmen to
hate a high school foreign language background. Cur-
rent information reveals that approximately half of the
four-year schools do have a requirement. Many of
those which do not, advise previous study in this area.
It should also be noted that many colleges which do
not now require foreign language,stady never did_

Another factor related to this point is that many col-
leges are scrambling to enroll students to fill drirmi-
tories and classrooms. When this happens many re-
quirements tend to be relaxed and soMetimes even
ignored. They are moving in this direction and there

--- probably will he continued relaxation of both degree
and entrance requirements, but this does not mean that
the colleges do not value foreign language study.

The requirement changes resulted in needed cur-
riculum and methods reform at the college level.. More
emphasis
ten
changes
rigid re

being placed on conversation, and the con-
asses,' is more diverse than previously_ These

us the removed psychological barrier that
eritents impose. have led to better motivated

_students, according to many college foreign language
instructors.

Q. Then why is there so much bad news concerning
foreign 'language programs?

A. It seems that "bad news" is always more sensa-
tional than good news A recent article in -a Virginia
newepapeedevoted the first two columns to the negative
.sJe of a recent foreign language statistical report. Only
se%eral paragraphs or the last two columns analyzed

some of the positive conclusions.
Also, in some of our larger school systems which

once had respected foreign language progi"ams there
has been a sharp decrease in the --number of students
taking languages. This is due to the mew ement of many
of the academically motivated students to the suburbs'
and to the priorities for basic programs such as reading
and vocational subjects. 'Roth of these developments
tend to he detrimental to electives. including lan-
guages..When this happens in a major city which once
had an extensive foreign language program: many per-
sons unknowingly think that the development is repre-
sentative of all school divisions. The language program
might be stable or growine in adjacent Localities.

A third factor which has attracted much attention is
the rapid loss of students in French. AS recently as
1968-69. French was our most popular foreign lan-
guage. I am convinced that many people believe that
all foreign languages are going the way of French or.
indeed, of Latin. I reiterate emphatically, in the high
schools we have lost only three percent of our students.
The essential` changes have taken place in the shift of
potential French and Latin students to Spanish and
German, . .

Even many foreign language teachers are not fully
informed concerning enrollment trends and requirement
changes. My office has spent much energy during the
last year or so trying to clear up the confusion among
our own teachers so that they can assist counselors in
advising students knowledgeably and in helping to keep
guidance counselors and administrators better informed.

Q. What do you think is the outlook for the role of
foreign languages in the curriculum a few years from
now?

A. I feel fairly confident that languages will receive
greater support from the public: particularly from the
busines sector. Last fall I heard two speeches by
leaders from outside of our own field who corraborated
this projection.. The lieutenant governor of Indiana
predicted that within 10 years it would be difficult to
secure many jobs' in industries :doing; business abroad
without the knowledge of another language; The vice
president of ii,ne of the nation's largest pharmaceutical
firms appr hed the matter from a different point of
view. He indicated that the growing spirit of ,na-
tionolism in many countries bib, cauS d the business
interests in some of them to negotiat in their own
la nviii ee.

In otherords. now that the dollar oes not speak
quite as lotrdly as it used to. neither ti our language
as universally Accepted. This gentlemaM indicated that



among the top executives of his company, 20 languages
are spoken. and he felt that this competency ,had as-
sisted them in rising to the top. He. also said that.his
company conducted business in I countries in which
WI different languages are spoken. information
provided by these test, leaders is related to many similar
developments that I see here in Virginia that give me
contiden:e in our-future.

The business sector is not the only encouraging--
source, -More Americans are traveling abroad each
year. and that is growing interest among them to be
able to communicate in other languages. This accounts
to a large degree for the-rising popularity of - adult
education conversation courses, in foreign languages
sponsored by colleges. public schools, and other insti-
tutions and commercial establishments,

We have already made great stride'4,toWard greats,
-acceptance of languages tither than. English in our
own country, Anyone . who has traveled recently
knows of the popularity of Spanish in various 'sections
of 'this country. The United States has the fourth

-largest Spanish-speaking population in the world. Many
public establishments now provide designations and
services in Spanish as well as English. A U. S. Su-
preme Coen ruling of January 1974 requires' special
instruction for students in our schools who do not
speak English. We have finally begun to recognize and
respect other tultu'res and languages. In Virginia,

courses in English As a Second Language re growing
in size and number. r art d plans arc being m 'de for the
first bilingual progwath in-Spanish and En lish to be
initiated next year in Arlington.County,

...ifarher source of encouragement is improve-

Imengt in the quality of instruction in foreign languages.

I think the teachers in our foreign language
today are the best that education in the -Wed States
has ever been privileged to enjoy. Better proficiency
in the language and first-hand acquainkanct with the
culturs represented contribute l'o better instruction. If

we can improve the methods of instruction to a degree
comparable to what has happened in these other areas.
I feel that the quality of our programs will improve

immeasurably. Attractive and effective binstruction

draws students.
Although Latin is not a spoken language there seems

to be much cause for encouragement in the growth of
many individual programs in both high -schools and

colleges If we can secure enough-leathers to till the
v,icaneies. the downward trend in enrollment in this
laiii,tulge wilt probably be reversed, In spite of the
,orient cricular focus on the basics and on voca-
to,a,11 , tavcts. there does seem to be some efforts to
return to the Clus:tili.

...! .
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Q. What advice should be given student's concern-
ing enrolling in foreign language classes::

A. We believe that teachers. guidance counselors.
and administrators should kcep theinselves welt in-

formed concerning such diveltoinents as those I have
described so that, they can advise students wisely. Un-
fortunately. many who have heard only the bad newt
have sometimes made statements'which perhaps do not
IeSve the students 4ith an objective .attitude toward
enrolling because they give the impression that lan-
guages-are not important any more. This is not true.

There are many reasons for studying a language. It
is first and foremost a means of human communication.
To be able to communicate. if only with a few words,
opens up opportunities and brings fulfillment that could
not otherwise be enjoyed. Greater insight into one's
own language is gained, and a ,mnew means is provided
for the acceptaNce and appreciation of other cultures.

And let us nbt forget what,the lieutenant governor
and the phenaceu.tical company vice president had to
say. There will 'very probably be growing alliances be-
tween foreign languages and many careers. In the past
we have thought of them as leading primarily into
teaching. but this iS changing. Communication is es-
sential to every profession. If professional pursuits.
whatever they are. cross a linguistic boundary, knowl-
edge of the languages on each "side of that boundaryls
helpful or perhaps essential, *there is an old sayirtg
that if you want to buy a product you can do it in your
own language. but if you want to Cell 'something you
had better be able to speak the other fellow's lan-
guage. It Teems to me Ora' as we are now in a less
privileged economic position in the world we are going,
to have to use any advantage we can in order to be
competitive,. Language is one of those advantages.

I would like to point out that Virginia Polytechnic
Institute and State University has an eicellent program
in ('icrman for students studying architecture_ It has ,

grown from a handful of students at the time of its
beginning about five years ago to a full-time professor's
responsibility at the present time and it is not required.
The objective is to give these students basic com-
munication skills with special emphasis on architec-
tural terminology. Most of the classroom topics and
projects are architecturally related. It is an exciting
program. We are fortunate that one of our Virginia
schools pioneered in this development. Other schools

are beginning to follow suit with similar interdiscipli-
nary oldeavors. There is no better laitguage "relevance"

.than program such as thA otters.

- Q. How should students decide which language to
la
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A CY c-ut..:% there is ahcats the question' what
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.. language will art individual need? Most students of
high school or college age 'Jo -not know. ft does not
mutter at all'what they take. I think. 'If they have a

- basis in one language it is much easier to begin another
at a later time.

A basic tenet in the philosophy of our foreign lan-
guage curriculum guide, Foreign Languages land For-
eign Language Learning in Virginia, is that every high
school student should be allowed to take a4oreign
languJge if he or she wishes to and everyone should
be informed about the advantatie?:_of doing so. If
proficiency in communicating is the student's objective
it will take him a number of years to achieve it...Others.
can profit from even a year's study. We believe that
this is especially important for the students not going
to college. They can get linguistic arid humanistic per-
spectives *rough this means that are not available in
other classes.

College students' should be informed about the
,growing opportunities to use languages in other careers.
In thee days of vigorous job competition. transfor-
mationl and obsolescence. it pays to have as many.
options going for you as possible. The knowledge of a
language is an advantageous option. At the same time,
students should be advised that the knowledge of lan-
guage without a pragiary skill leads almost exclusively
to the teaching professiOn. That is line if they have
glecidgil upon teaching as a career. Even Then, how -
ever, they should pursue at least two teaching fields=,
another language or another disciplineso as to have
greater employment opportunities.

Q. Langasge programs used to be based on the
study of grammar and literature without too much
emphasis on the practical, communication skills which
you have been describing. Are they still this way or
have they changed to prepare students to be able to
use the language to speak or even to read with ease?

A. Individual teachers are found all along` the con-
tinuum. from those who stress onlipthe niech
if at the college level. literature, to those we stu-
dents use the language extensively and, can communi-
cate quite well.. The-majority of- teachers have accepted
the philosophy of teaching the four Aillslistening.
speaking. reading. and writing. When .they sometimes
do not do or do not do wdl what they espouse. it is

usuali because it's easier to teach as they wes taught-.
and that too often was the old eranimar-literature sys-
tk.tm, even for st,_ime of the younger teachers. There

is not a dk-ipItoinv between the old and the new.
st..,t,:ms It one to be able to read literature

;,ind the oral hie to k.
to pto..1.1,... the Oasis. ollvoil.ise kcorni.-;

ea', tranchiioit, Chart is why so,ti...! po..p)e

by the old system have actually done any reading of
the foreign language once they have Itft the daises.
The process is too tedious. In fact, rt is nosy even
reading. On the other hand, if the student is able to
speak well, he or she has to use grammar accurately,
but it has to be functional, not an intellectual exercise.

We.have made a lot of progress ingnthodology. My
colleagues and I observe classes in, which sttaleas are
speaking the language well for the e rience they
have had and they are enjoying doing it. n the other
hand, in some classes grammar analysis d laborious
translation still proail_ I will admit tha we go out of
those classes very disheartened. We are orking In the

seklassrooms counselors with the -hers, we con-
Arluct or organize training -programs. and we work

closely with the collge people, preparingpew teachers
to try to overcome apd prevent these problems and to
accelerate the progress in the quality of teighing.

.
Q. What particular challenges face .the foreign lan-

guage teacher today?
A. I think one which is always present is the need

to do the job better and more effectivelv.. This is par-
ticularly true when we have .a greater diversity, Of
motivation and intellectual backgrounds in our classes:

Another which I think is espeleally timely npw is that
of helping to set the record straight concern* the -role
of foreign languages in our schools, our culture, and
in the world.

Specifically, language teachers need to engage their
students in activities which are both canstructive and
which let the rest of the student body, the faculty, and
even the locality know that things are happening in the
foreign language department.

Another- aspect of foreign language ftcatiri,_ which
bears reexamination is the role of the texook. A text-
book is intended to be used as a guide. But to many
of us allow it to take oter as teacher. We must cease
conveying the notion. that a language exists only be-

een the covers of a book. A language can be an
exciting, dynamic, rewarding aspect of every indi-
vidual's life.

Latin teachers are in the midst of- a tevolutinn of
styles. The change re.-okes around the use of more
oral Latin in the classroom. not to create speakers of
Latin bet;suse the -kill tAiective of the language is
primarily the ability it. Bait «it'Yelop the
reading skill more r- also lends a measure of
excitement and n tY6 ,,,,n to the classes `those teach- ,
era ,;, h0.L. halted11 :01-(! ..

the Aukictit, rrr.re often ha%e'inereased the
class to J:tra,tt student$
wolild do t,,,,11 this

tta
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